Abstract: Even though it is famous for beer, Germany offers one of the most attractive wine markets, exemplified by being the fourth biggest wine consumption market and a world champion in sparkling wine consumption as well as in wine imports. Still, fragmentation, intensive competition, lack of growth, and a changing environment speak to a challenging market for suppliers. In the absence of a comprehensive investigation on the market, this article aspires to deliver an economic and strategic market analysis. The statistical data is therefore complemented by the primary market research, notably online surveys on strategy and innovation, a proprietary database on wineries’ reputation, and an international expert survey on export success factors. The following market study aims to provide a concise overview covering the relevant market data, and to disclose strategic information about the German wine industry beyond pure market statistics. The German wine market, in the stable wine volume sold, shows dynamism underneath “the tip of the iceberg”, with industry specific environmental forces. Indeed, as the wine industry deals with agricultural products of a high emotional utility, players need to address the world of commodities and of differentiation. Structural changes are visible in the drive-out of players. Moreover, diverse and even restricting environmental factors motivate supplier’s innovation. The key is the changing consumer. Adaptive and innovative suppliers seize market opportunities and expand, despite a lack of market growth. Although the overall price level of wine in the German market is comparatively low, a voluminous premium market exists, where consumers search for experience. Sustainability has been gaining ground, and in cases of appealing offerings and strategic profiling, wineries outperform intensive rivalries and are not limited by missing growth perspectives. Expenditures for marketing will further increase, and cost management is indispensable. Success in the German wine business requires an in-depth knowledge of the complex market and its evolution.
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1. Introduction

Germany is internationally well-known for its industrial goods and less known for its agricultural or emotional products, such as wine, although it possesses a longstanding wine culture. Although being famous for beer consumption, the German wine market is the fourth largest in the world [1]. As wine has become a global business, with more than 40% of the goods crossing national barriers [2], in-depth insight into this market allows for the preparation of market entry or to sharpen ones strategy when already participating in the market. Accessible data is fragmented and stems from different providers, sometimes delivering inconsistent information. Fulfilling economic and managerial requests, a solid market investigation necessitates an assessment of the environment, trends, and dynamics [3,4]. Indeed, an economic view needs to analyze the demand and supply side of the market [5]. The ambitioned holistic analysis integrates the historic and actual data,
and combines it with forecasts. Because of the lack of such an in-depth analysis of the German wine market, this article delivers a holistic market overview exploiting literature, secondary statistical data, and primary empirical data (e.g., online-panel on strategy and innovation, winery performance databases, consumer research, and export performance interviews). The complete market view aims to cover different institutional perspectives, leaning on the paradigm of strategic management [6–9]. The analyses capture the market structure with detailed insights on supply and demand, covering environmental influences, trends, and changes [10]. Such a strategic market view can serve strategic management decisions concerning the German wine market deriving sustainable strategies, and its implementation with adequate organizational alignment so as to best prepare companies for the future [11–14]. Moreover, the wine industry experiences a disproportionally high economic, cultural, and academic interest [15].

In the following sections, materials and methods explains the approach of the study, with reference to the conventional industry analysis. It lays out the exploitation of the statistical and secondary data, as well as diverse primary research surveys to complement the secondary sources. The subsequent investigation of the German wine industry starts out with a brief historic introduction, and an introductory illustration of the economic value-creation beyond the prime industry agricultural production. A subsequent description of the supply side covers the institutional and product perspectives, and initiates the extensive industry analysis. It includes the strategic landscape, as well as the innovation management of the German wine producers, not neglecting the German wine supply in a global wine market context. Then, an exploration of the wine demand explains the consumption, marketing channels, buying behaviour, and trends in the market, and sheds light on the specificities of the sparkling wine market segment. A chapter on German wine ex- and im-ports rounds up the strategic market view. The disclosing discussion of the market view serves to highlight the results of the strategic analysis, implications for practitioners, limitations, and potential for research.

2. Materials and Methods

The ambition of this paper is to provide a full-fledged analysis of the German wine industry. Therefore, exploring the importance of the German wine industry beyond agricultural production, from an economic value-creation perspective was central, as well as gathering the existing dispersed data. The industry analysis [13,16–23] was based on well-established and canonical approaches, plus frameworks (e.g., application of PEST or PESTEL [24–30]), for the strategic evaluation of an industry. Significant changes in the supplier landscape with the blurring of business model boundaries support the enrichment the organizational typology by strategic profiling so as to seize the market structure. The strategic market study also merges secondary and cumulative primary research to overcome obvious differences or inconsistencies (Figure 1). With regards to primary research, the authors exploited the panel data of surveys on strategy and innovation, on key success factors of wine export and the performance perception of Germany, and a proprietary database on wine estates’ reputation and performance.

The panel on strategy and innovation with German wineries started in the year 2012, and provides insights to complement the market data with regards to the suppliers’ environmental perception, strategic grouping, and innovation management. More than 2500 wineries were invited to participate in the scientific online surveys [31] over a two-year cycle, which also allowed for identifying trends. The resulting database consisted of more than 1100 structured interviews with wineries. In 2018, an additional survey validated the prior findings on environmental perception. For the analysis on wine export, the results of a separate online-questionnaire to global wine experts provided valuable insights. The addressed international wine experts assessed wine export success factors in the context of the wine industry, as well as their perceived performance of German producers. The study was based on an established success factor framework with four success factors [32]. The experts assessed the relevance of the levers for the wine industry and the performance of German producers. A proprietary database on reputation and performance served for further analysis. In order to enable the analysis
of the reputational effects, the jury grades as quality proxies of three renowned German wine guides were gathered. The database contains more than 1200 wineries with ratings for seven consecutive years (since 2009) on quality and prices.

3. Economic and Strategic Market Analysis: The German Wine Market

3.1. Wine History and Relevance

The cultural roots for wine production and consumption in Germany go back to the Roman Empire [33,34]. However, Germanic barbarians also appreciated wine and nurtured a wine culture, as illustrated by their law code, which punished any destruction of vineyards [35]. Religion and Christian customs cultivated wine in Germany. Often cited, Charlemagne was an initiator of an expansion of viticulture in Germany [36,37]. Indeed, the medieval era was a prime time for wine in Germany [38]. The consumption of wine was promoted to consumers instead of unpurified water causing diseases. In particular, the expertise of the Cistercians and other Christian orders improved the production and German wine culture [39]. The still common quality labelled “Kabinett” originated from the monks’ storage “cabinet”. Over the course of decades, natural and human disasters affected wine production. Phylloxera, peronospora, and oidium, as well as the wars or the economic crises at the beginning of the 20th century, reduced wine production heavily [33,40].

Nowadays, more than half of the surface of Germany serves agriculture [41]. The German agricultural food production on 16.7 million hectares exceeds 50 billion Euros annually [42,43]. Although, making up for more than one tenth of the EU-agricultural production, the direct contribution of agriculture to the German gross national product (GNP) has contracted beyond 1% [43–45]. Wine plantations account for less than 1% of the agricultural land [43]. Despite the primary industrial sector’s contribution in gross national product diminishing continuously in importance [45], and a modest relevance of wine in German agriculture, wine outreaches a purely agricultural scope. Indeed, the statistics report that more than 6% of the German agricultural farms produce wine [43]. Accounting for the indirect and network effects, about 7% of the German GNP is as a result of wine production [43,46]. Additionally, the wine industry plays a pivotal role in tourism and gastronomy,
exceeding the calculated economic contribution [47–51]. Wine has become a characteristic part of Germany and German culture [50,52]. Indeed, famous wines and estates, and a strong regional pride and assertiveness leave a footprint in the wine world. Wine and its positive impact on the landscape lay the foundation for growing travel and tourism [53].

3.2. The German Wine Supply Side

3.2.1. German Wine Production

On a grapevine area of 102,592 hectares, Germany yields between 8 and 11 million hectoliters of wine annually [54–56]. Thus, Germany ranks at the end of the twenty leading grapevine countries by vineyard area, but it is number ten for volume produced, which speaks to its high productivity [1,2,57]. In the 1980s, more than 15 million hectoliters of wine were produced, which reflects the German wine planting and production that were restricted by German and European regulations in regards to surface and yield [58,59]. Vineyards can only be planted in designated areas, and new plants have to substitute existing vines if exceeding a growth rate of 0.3% per year [33,60,61]. The yearly output varies as wine is a natural product where temperature, precipitation, and natural hazards (e.g., hail or frost) impact crop yield, but it is also impacted by the quality measures of the vintners [62–68].

Wine grows in thirteen wine growing areas, mainly south of fifty degrees latitude. These regions vary not only in the extent of wine production, but also in the wines, wine styles, production methods, and organization. Rheinhessen is the largest German wine region, making up more than one fourth of the overall wine plantation, followed by the wine region of Palatinate (Figure 2). Jointly, the two regions cover 50% of the German production area and both belong to the state of Rhineland-Palatinate. The small regions jointly cultivate on less than 10% of the vineyards.

![Figure 2. Wine regions by planted surface, and the white wine proportion thereof (2017) [35].](image)

German wine production is predominantly white wine. White wine planting peaked in 1980, with 89% of the vineyards planted with white varietals, which nowadays covers two thirds of vinelands [69]. The split of white versus red wines varies by region (Figure 2), with Ahr dominated by red wine, whereas Mosel and Rheingau on the other hand are white wine regions. Regarding varietals, Riesling and Müller-Thurgau dominate the white grapevines’ portfolio, making up more than half of the white wine vineyards. For the red wines, Pinot Noir, Dornfelder, and Portugieser are prominent [55]. The planted varietals have changed, although vines are a long-lasting crop, and replacing varietals requires investment, with new plants not yielding for at least three years. In 1970, Silvaner was planted on more than one fourth of the German surface. In 1964, Pinot Noir was only at 3%, and Dornfelder jumped from a mere 0.6% in 1985 [40]. Nowadays, in the German
vineyards, Silvaner makes up for 5%, Pinot Noir 12%, and Dornfelder 8% [69]. Indeed, Germany is the leading global Riesling producer, possessing nearly half of the Riesling vineyards, and is third in Pinot Noir planting [55]. Within the European Union, Germany has the youngest vineyards [70]. However, German cultivation exceeds 140 different grapevine varieties [71].

The German wine supply side adapts to the changes in the customer preferences [72]. The trend for biological, organic, and sustainable products is visible in planting. Vineyards with a biological cultivation reached 8% of the German vineyards [73]. Still, there is a gap to close in order to meet the political target of 20% ecological agricultural production [74].

In wine, the landscape influences the products, yields, and production [75]. The term “terroir” expresses the complex relationship of soil, temperature, micro-climate, sun, and other factors, all of which have an influence on the grape [76,77]. However, terroir also affects the production and especially the cost of production. The steepness of the vineyards renders nursing more demanding and results in higher production costs [58]. The wine regions of Rhineland-Palatinate illustrate the regional variance, as follows: Steep hills with a slope of more than 30% characterize the regions Ahr and Middlerhein, as 68% and 83%, respectively, of their vineyards are steep. For the Mosel region, 42% of the vineyards is on steep hills. Nahe has about 16%, whereas only 1% of Palatinate’s and Rheinhessia’s vineyards are classified as being steep [78].

Germany reports almost 45,000 wine growers, with 40% of that population stating wine to be their main source of income [79]. The industry experienced a drastic reduction in producers. Since the 1980s, more than half of the suppliers vanished (Figure 3). A significant decrease in producers, but a constant vineyard area, resulted in an increase in the size of the remaining wine estates. A larger size allows for the exploitation of economies of scale, with an increase in profitability [80]. In a pan-European comparison, German wine growers are stated to be leaders in productivity and profitability, despite the small size of the businesses [79]. Indeed, our surveys stated a constant performance increase across all success dimensions from 2012 to 2016. Still, there is room and a need for improvement, in order to increase profitability for a lot of German wine growers, in order to adequately compensate for family-member employment [43], imputed interests, and imputed entrepreneurial profit [79,81–83]. The wine estates’ ambition to further increase the market size and profitability is jeopardized, as agricultural land prices more than doubled within the last 13 years [43].

**Figure 3.** German wine production (number of producers and hectares) [70,79,84–87].
3.2.2. Supplier Typology

German supply of wine has been grouped into four clusters, by ownership, organization, and value-chain coverage, as follows: independent branded wineries, winegrowers, cooperatives, and wine cellars (Figure 4).

More than 7000 entrepreneurial entities market as independent producers [57]. They represent predominantly family-owned entrepreneurial entities with a business model to produce and sell branded wine. On average, the production is on a surface of less than ten hectares, with not more than 150,000 bottles of produced goods per year, whereas the largest wine estates have an annual output of about 2.5 million bottles of wine [88–90]. The surveys indicate a strong tendency to reach a size of 25 hectares, realized by the tenancy of processing grapes or wine from third parties. Less than 10% are not family owned and non-family managed. Most owners follow the footsteps of their ancestors in taking over the wine-growing estate. More than 75% of the interviewed wineries are third generation or older, and only less than 5% are younger than ten years. Comparable studies in the United States showed 45% of the interviewed population to be established within the last decade [91]. The vintners selling bottled and branded wines cover the whole value chain, from planting, growing, harvesting, production, to marketing. To a smaller extend, independent winegrowers focus on cultivating grapes.

Cooperatives are joint ventures where winegrowers deliver their grapes to the collectively owned cooperative for production and sales [92,93]. Members plant, grow, and harvest, mostly with individual responsibility. Payment is on the delivered grapes. The origination of cooperatives dates back to the mid-nineteenth century, when producers faced severe profitability challenges because of low wine prices but high costs (e.g., rising interest rates). Cooperatives, as solidarity ventures, enable producers to share costs and build joint market power. The German wine cooperative Mayschoß-Altenahr, dating back to 1868, claims to be the oldest wine cooperative in the world [94]. The landscape of wine cooperatives has changed in line with the supplier restructuring (Table 1). Having peaked at around 1960, with more than 500 cooperatives and about 68,000 members, cooperatives contracted afterwards. Today, less than 200 wine cooperatives remain. A joint planting surface could be held at 28,500 hectares, as cooperatives predominantly merged [95,96].
Wine cooperatives differ in size, membership, distribution, produced wines by varietals, and wine styles. The largest wine cooperative produces wine from more than 2000 hectares of vineyards [97,98]. Large cooperatives are able to supply indirect sales channels nationwide to market their products, whereas smaller cooperatives tend to rely on direct sales, similar to the independent wine estates [99,100]. The penetration of cooperatives varies by region. In Rheingau or Rhinehessia, less than 10% of the wine is produced by cooperative entities. Baden or Wuerttemberg produce and market almost four fifths of the regional wine production cooperatively (Figure 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1900</th>
<th>1938</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperatives</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>29,000</td>
<td>67,000</td>
<td>49,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Regional penetration of cooperatives (% of vineyard surface) [95].

The business model of wine cellars as predominantly larger wineries consists of buying wine or must so as to produce wine for the German market, as well as for export destinations. Jointly, the wine cellars market more than four million hectoliters of German wine [57,101]. The cellars possess large processing facilities, and given their high output, are capable of supplying national and global retail. The revenue of just the three largest wine cellars’ combined exceeds 600 million Euros annually [102]. Cellars’ business models stretch from spot market provision to a mix of permanent partnering with suppliers (e.g., independent vintners), as well as national and international bulk ware refinement [101,103].

More and more, the selective business model boundaries blur. Wine cellars create brands appearing as small, independent premium wine estates, or they acquire such brands. Independent wineries try to grow and win market share by acquiring competitors, long-term lease agreements, or third party supply. Often, successfully playing in the premium segment, they serve the basic wine market segments with a business model that resembles wine cellars. Cooperatives increasingly efface mutual belonging from their commercial name, establish wine brands to compete with independent wineries, or their members create a direct to consumer winery. Hence, strategic profiling serves to analyse the market structure.

3.2.3. Strategic Positioning and Innovation Management

The literature on strategic grouping for enterprises extensively explores which strategy to pursue in order to profile in the market, attract the customers, and exploit revenue and profits accordingly [104]. An ongoing academic discourse addresses the dimensions of strategic profiling [105]...
and the resulting groupings [12,14,106,107]. In academia and in practice, Porters’ two-dimensional model [3,108–110] deciding on market scope and the primary source of competitive advantage is highly acclaimed [111]. Porter recommended that companies position themselves as either a cost leader, differentiator, or niche player [112]. Without a clear generic strategy, companies risk being “stuck-in-the-middle”, with lower profitability.

The majority of the surveyed German wineries claim to be positioned on price–value–strategy or quality leadership, which are jointly pursued by more than three fourths of the population [113] (Figure 6). A premium strategy follows next (12%). Niche strategies [114] build the generic orientation for 10%, whereas cost leadership is used by only 2% of the interviewed population. Product-centrism hence dominates the strategic profiling of German wineries [50]. The revenue generation of the wineries is wine focused. Of the wineries, 80% state that wine sales determine 90% or more of their revenues. An obvious reluctance with regards to niche strategies illustrates the market inherent uncertainty [76]. In contrast, the German brewery industry is much more niche oriented [115].

![Figure 6. Strategic landscape of the German wine industry (survey results).](image)

Differentiation and innovation play a pivotal role in competitive fragmented markets [116,117]. Service innovation and value-added services allow for winning or keeping customers in competitive markets [118]. The empirical wine data supported the general business perception of a high relevance of innovation, as follows: premium strategists outperform on customer-oriented innovation. Positioning via niches delivers the best results on service quality and new customer acquisition. Business literature advises increasingly offering solutions instead of products [118,119], and pursuing niche-based value-adding strategies in order to differentiate in the market and to win the increasingly demanding customers [120–122]. Indeed, the premium and niche clusters scored high on creativity and innovation, succeeding in turning value-added offerings into profitable business [123]. In line with the prior empirical findings, the innovators or regional niche players were rewarded by a superior economic performance [124]. Cost leaders concentrate on straightforward offerings. Their innovation is production centred so as to optimize and further gain efficiency. This strategy proves less promising for winning new clients in the fierce competition in Germany. Moreover, the strategic groupings decide
on the aspired price levels of the wineries, but even in the premium grouping members struggles with enforcement.

Wine producers face a complex and challenging market, but with opportunities for value creation. Indeed, new market entrants prove the German wine supplier market to be attractive, and the recognition for the product as well as the entrepreneurs in that industry is high—a rewarding utility. The observed strategic groupings show that product-centrism still prevails with rather close than distant profiling to competitors. In case of orientation towards premium wineries, such strategic behaviour nourishes the hope for legitimization, with profiting higher prices or quality awareness. “Stuck in the middle wineries” lack profiling, as quality is a hygiene factor and is expected from all suppliers. A lot opportunities for success and entrepreneurship exist [76]. An ecological strategic positioning can consist of a combination of biological focus and premium strategy [125,126] also allowing for integrating the renaissance of traditional cultivation with modern appearance and design [127]. Increasingly, the notion of sustainability allows for strategic profiling integrating ecology, economy, and societal goals, and secures resilience in a competitive wine industry [128]. Indeed, of all of the surveyed strategic measures, sustainability gained the highest momentum. Sustainability engagement furthermore depends on strategic grouping, with for example, the highest relevance for niche strategists and the least for cost leaders.

3.2.4. Environmental Perception

The industry analysis and organizational adaptation builds on understanding the environmental forces [16,24,107,129,130]. The empirical data retrieved by the strategy surveys disclose as prime environmental issues that German wine producers sense bureaucracy, changing customer behaviour, societal responsibility, and climate change. Thus, the surveys indicate that the perceived challenges in the German wine business differ from what the managers of other industries face. Pan-industry, top three challenges consisted of intensified competition, increasing complexity, and economic uncertainty [131], all ranked at the end for the wine-specific studies (Figure 7).

![Environmental perception (survey results) figure](image-url)

**Figure 7.** Environmental perception (survey results [131]).

Comparing the environmental perception surveyed in 2018 to 2012, the relevant driving issues remained, but with a change in their order, as follows: climate change climbed to number one, the changing consumer behavior remained in second place, and bureaucracy switched to number three. Additionally, pressure to become more profitable increased significantly. Overall, German viti- and vini-culteurs recognize the changing customer demands, also resulting in vanishing...
customer loyalty [132]. Changing consumer preferences [72] require new marketing and channel approaches (e.g., internet sales, blogs, online auctions, etc.) on the basis of a strategic path and with adequate investments [133], stated in the course of the interviews. Vintners recognize the ecological environment in their daily operative business with more volatile and often devastating weather extremes [68,134]. Obviously, wineries suffer from restrictive bureaucracy in their need for flexibly to react to environmental changes. As a result, the challenges of winegrowers and vintners in Germany are various, and their complexity is increasing with a need to deliver high quality, sustainable production, with consistency and openness for trends despite regulation and bureaucracy.

3.3. Demand Perspective: From Wine Consumption to Reaching Consumers

3.3.1. Wine as Product Category within Beverages

German households spend about 14% of their income on food and beverages [44]. Alcoholic drinks’ “share of mouth” in the segment of beverages accounts for 18% [55,135,136]. Beer is making up to almost 80% of alcoholic drink consumption, whereas wine stands for 18% [87], so Germany is generally characterized as a beer drinking society. This perception finds support in an overall low alcohol abstinence (below five percent) [137,138], with just less than one fourth of the German drinking-aged population denying beer consumption [139], but 35% of Germans stating to refrain from drinking wine [140]. Nevertheless, the share of wine in spending for alcohol drinks exceeds 40% [55]. Indeed, Germany represents a voluminous wine market. German wine consumption of more than two billion liters annually represents 8% of the global wine production [1]. Wine consumption climbed to a level of 24 L per capita, compared with 17 L in 1970 [40,141]. Furthermore, Germany takes a pole position in sparkling wine. More than 20% of the global sparkling wine production is consumed in Germany [142]. Given the overall declining alcohol consumption in Germany [2,143–146], but the continuously stable wine consumption (Table 2), tells of the substitution of other alcoholic beverages [33,147] despite significantly lower advertising. Wine makes up for only 3% and sparkling wine for 13% of the alcoholic drinks’ annual expenditures on advertising [145,148,149], with drinks ranked in position at ten of the German industry advertising spending [150]. Wine is frequently interpreted as part of a modern style of indulgence and stylish alcohol consumption [151].

Table 2. Average per capita consumption alcoholic drinks in Germany (2002 vs. 2016) [55,152].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumption by Category</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>16 vs. 02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spirits</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparkling wine</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>101%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer</td>
<td>121.9</td>
<td>104.0</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>152.0</td>
<td>133.7</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2. Consumer Preferences in Wine

Looking at a drinking frequency of once or more in a week, beer takes pole position with 43% of the population stating such a drinking intensity—for wine it is 16%. But more than 50% of the German wine drinking population enjoys wine at least two to three times per week [153]. Sparkling wine is an occasional drink for celebration [154]. Consumers prefer German wine and red wines [155,156]. Preferences for dry wines constitute about 30%, semi dry 45%, smooth 51%, and sweet wines 27% of the investigated German wine population (multiple answers) [157]. Accounting for drinking intensity, the preference for dry wines increases to 43% of the volume consumed [158]. The consumer preferences have changed over time, as exemplified by the split of wine color, as follows: In the mid-sixties, 75% of the total consumption was white, 24% red wine, and 1% rosé wines [159]. In 2016, red wine consumption represents 47%, white wine 43%, leaving 10% for rosé wine [160]. More than half of the wine consumed in Germany is imported [161], despite home production (Figure 8).
Württemberg, as regions with wine production, wine drinkers consume more wine than the German wine stores, and in the south, they are aiming for more variety [158]. In regards to sparkling wine consumption, Eastern Germans are above average [174]. Overall, German wine profits of the trend for regional products [175,176].

Figure 8. Global comparison of wine consumption and import penetration [143].

German consumers select wine and define quality on grapevine variety, origination, price, and brand [162,163]. Brand—and therefore reputation—in light of wine possessing emotional utility constitutes an important decision making factor determined by individual (e.g., brand of the producer) and collective (e.g., region of production) effects [162,164]. Moreover, market research revealed that German wine consumers among other perceptive factors associate French wines with prestige, Spanish wines are chosen for red color and good price–value relationship, and Californian wines for design [165]. There are numerous possibilities to cluster the consumers and their wine buying behavior ranging (e.g., income, wine style, region, age, consumption intensity, behavior, involvement, etc.) [166,167]. For wine, situational segmentation provides additional orientation, as drinking occasions influence the buying decision; buying wine as a present or ordering wine in a restaurant with accompaniment impacts the choice of wine compared to solitary home consumption [168,169]. Over the years, modern norms and values became more prominent in German society, with an influence on wine preferences [170]. A shift from status orientation centered around traditional Germanic values towards modernity and lifestyle characterizes this evolution [171,172]. In a 20 year timespan, curiosity for new experiences in wine showed the highest increase, and loyalty to known brands highest decline in attitudes [173].

Not to be neglected, regional characteristics are decisive. Residents of non wine-growing areas with a subsequent stronger penetration by indirect channels are more exposed to international products. Indeed, in North-Rhine Westphalia, the wine drinking population is characterized by a lower average consumption of wine and a preference for foreign products [174]. On the other hand, in Baden or Württemberg, as regions with wine production, wine drinkers consume more wine than the German average, with preference for German products [136]. Wine drinkers in the south or west of Germany are more interested in wine. In North-Rhine Westphalia and Bavaria, consumers rely on specialized wine stores, and in the south, they are aiming for more variety [158]. In regards to sparkling wine consumption, Eastern Germans are above average [174]. Overall, German wine profits of the trend for regional products [175,176].

3.3.3. Reaching the Consumers: Distribution and Channel Perspectives

Wine consumption patterns and occasions in Germany are diverse. Of the overall two billion liters of annual wine consumption, sparkling wine represents 16% (Figure 9). Approximately 85% of the remaining 16 million hectoliters of non-sparking wine is bought off-premise for consumption at home. Two different buying phenomena split home consumption. Either consumers wish an
experiential buying, or wine is just part of the recurring grocery shopping activity. In the course of
grocery oriented buying intention, supermarkets and discounters supply the demanded wine with
a nationwide coverage of about 35,000 outlets [135,150], heading a density of outlets in Europe with
Austria [177,178]. Retailers, discounters, and supermarkets thereby supply more than 70% of the wine
consumed in Germany. Germans also enjoy wine in restaurants, bars, or at events. Indeed, Germany
celebrates numerous regional or local wine festivals—more than 270 events per year are declared pure
wine festivals [179].

![Wine market distribution: reaching consumers](image)

**Figure 9.** Wine market distribution: reaching consumers [55,72,160,174,180,181].

Indirect channels are efficiently building bridges from producers to customers. Supermarkets,
discounters, and specialized wine retail stores are the prime institutions for nationwide coverage and
indirect supply. Thus, supermarkets and discounters are increasing their market share. Although wine
from a value perspective represents only a minor category in their offering, standing for only 2%–3%
of retailers’ sales [135], wine is increasingly used to position in the market and to attract customers.
The assortment variety and depth can be substantial, with retailers’ sales outlets offering more than
1000 different wines. The “mass buy” phenomenon, with wine predominantly belonging to the daily
grocery shopping, makes up for three fourths of the wine sales, and more than 85% of the imported
products sells via supermarkets and discount channels. Retail negotiates discounts for the wine
supply ranging from 25% to 50%, to cover costs and safeguard a margin. The power of supermarkets
and discount chains increases with ongoing retail concentration [178,182]. Indeed, one discount
market chain in Germany by itself has a market share of more than 27% for wine within the indirect
channels, offering wine with an average prices of less than 2€ per bottle [183–187]. Indirect sales in
conjunction with imported products’ increasing competition are hence declared as the main reason
for the low-price levels of wines. Retail sells wine for about 2.92€ on average per liter [160,188].
International comparisons confirm low price levels in Germany for wine, and the high price sensitivity
of German consumers. [137,182,189,190]. Germany builds the bottom end with the highest share of low
priced products, and also because of a modest market growth but a voluminous market, it qualifies as
a global “cash cow” [191].

Possessing the means to buy wine and channel preferences correlate with wine knowledge and
interest. More premium wine oriented groups show a more sophisticated approach to wine and
spend more on wine [158,192]. Segments belonging to the basic wine consumer groups spent in
between 65 to 100 Euros per year, and despite jointly covering 58% of the overall wine drinking
population, they only consume 36% of the wine, served by indirect sales channels. Here, consumers
decide neither on advice nor on tasting the products. In such buying situations, the decision is mainly
directed by price, origin of the products, packaging, and design [193]. For experience sales with higher emotional utility, the buying decision is different, given the opportunity to taste the products and the chance of the seller to steer the buying decision in the course of the sales process. Indeed, price in the wine business is not only relevant with regards to price elasticity. Consumers connote higher quality in cases of more expensive wines [194]. The quality of wine certainly matters [166, 195–197], but as wine is an experience good [198, 199] with information asymmetries between the producer and the buyer [200–202], consumers’ quality judgements are limited [203, 204]. Moreover, wine varies yearly because of seasonal vegetation and volatility in the wine making process, so historic product experiences do not guarantee identical future ones [205]. As a result, wine consumers feel limited in their capability to assess quality [206–211]. Symbolic criteria such as aesthetics, status, or taste substitute functional quality determination [169, 212, 213]. Consumers rely on the reputation of the producers [214–217] to reduce uncertainty, diminish assessment costs, and raise wine quality perception [218–220]. Indeed, given the emotional utility of wine, prices strongly depend on reputation [221].

In case of “experience shopping”, demand is either satisfied by the wineries themselves or by one of the more than 4000 specialized wine stores [222]. The direct sales of producers to end consumers makes up for more than 15% [55, 72, 87, 160, 180, 223, 224]. Taking into account higher prices and selling premium products, the “value buy” share with wine centric shopping and an emotional buying intention makes up for about one fourth of the German wine market in sales volume, generating almost half of the monetary volume of the wine market [154]. Traditionally, direct sales are important for German vintners, allowing for attractive price levels and direct contact to the customers. Not only direct sales, but also a mix of sales and on-premises consumption characterizes the offers of German wine producers. Seasonal wine rooms, known in the diverse wine regions under varied names (Besenwirtschaft, Straußwirtschaft, Heckenwirtschaft, etc.), have developed in attractive restaurant offers [47, 52, 225]. Together with wine festivals and local events, it is a great opportunity for producers to interact with the customers to increase loyalty and retention, and to acquire new customers [226]. While it is still common that consumers pick up at the winery or viticulturists deliver it personally to their customers all over Germany, retail is gaining ground (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct sales wineries</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect sales channels</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Direct buyers are highly appreciated by producers, as product prices without discounts at lower costs of distribution can be achieved. There is a risk of a dying population in that channel, as the average age of that customer segment exceeds 60 years. Wineries with a strong penetration of direct buyers need to take strategic measures to secure future market success. Furthermore, decreasing customer loyalty and diminishing order values are symptoms of behavioral changes to be considered as well [132]. Optimizing web pages, creating online-shops, building interactive wine experiences, offering events, or special tastings, but also investing in their show rooms are just few examples of efforts to increase loyalty or attract customers—hence, the wineries deliver to ameliorate the customer buying experience [226, 229].

Customers are also willing to pay higher prices for on-premise consumption. Restaurants use wine as an opportunity for revenues, winning new customers, increasing loyalty, and margin contribution. Wine subsidizes food sales. A multiple of 3.8 to 4.5 on the purchase price is applied for wine, compared to 3.3 to 3.7 for food [230]. For on-premise channels, imported wine is substantial. Surely, in case of offering country-based food (e.g., Italian, French or Austrian restaurants), the wine portfolio is dominated by wines from the country origin. High-end restaurants serve nationally and internationally
recognized wines, especially icon wines from Bordeaux, Burgundy, or Italy, but unspecified restaurants also have international products on the wine list. For the wineries, these sales channels are relevant with regards to sales (Figure 10) but also as means to build reputation [231]. Increasingly, the value of regional clusters with wine producers actively supporting the sales in restaurants is discovered. Winemakers support the restaurants offering wine tastings or providing insights into their served wines at dinners, or by training the service personnel. Cooperative behavior and cluster initiatives of wine and tourism foster such active partnership, with a positive impact for German wine [112,195]. However, the substitution of on-premise by increased home consumption—in 2000 on-premise sales were reported at 23% of the overall market demand, today they are at about 15% (explained by price increases of restaurants with the introduction of the Euro and later with increased price sensitivity as a result of the financial crisis) is forecasted to endure [230,232].

In line with the general consumer attitude to increasingly buy online [233–235], online offers for wine are gaining ground [72,150]. In our realized surveys, wineries claimed on average more than 5% of sales to be realized online (Figure 10), in line with current market research [235,236]. Still, one third of the participating population of wineries stated to refrain from online sales activities, but for several participants, online sales accounted for one fourth of their sales.

![Figure 10. Average revenue contribution of German wineries by sales channel (survey results).](image)

The realized surveys underline the relevance of the following:

(a) direct sales to consumers: all participants stated to actively serve their customers directly;
(b) sales to restaurants being of relevance in importance in volume sold (exceeding perceived relevance by secondary market research), but also being a lever for brand communication;
(c) specialized wine retail to serve for the distribution of more premium product ranges; and
(d) online sales to grow and split the wine estate population [133].

3.3.4. Sparkling Wine—A Specific Segment in the German Wine Market

With a volume of about four million hectoliters annually, sparkling wine is a substantial component of the German wine market. This market segment differs in supply and consumption from non-sparkling wine. Few suppliers with strong brands dominate the market. Brand recognition determines 80% of sparkling wine buys [237]. Sparkling wine producers therefore invest in advertising, communication, and additional marketing activities. Sparkling wines predominantly sell by indirect
channels (supermarkets, retailers, and discounters). Retailers use sparkling wines as a primary teaser to attract customers into the shops [142]. As a result, almost half of the sparkling wine volume sells via intensively advertised promotional offers [238,239]. The market segment of sparkling wine splits into about 80% home and 20% imported products, with German brands consisting of internationally supplied bulk wine. Less than 10% of the products stem out of grapes grown in Germany. Although more than 1300 suppliers—including small wineries—serve the German sparkling wine market, the seven largest producers jointly have a market share of more than 85% [142]. The high concentration contrasts the fragmented still wine market.

Sparkling wine consumption suffers a decline in consumption and substitution, within the following [239]: Sparkling mix products and non-alcoholic drinks are gaining ground, a trend that the beer industry has been facing for years [72,224]. Product innovation therefore serves to outgrow competitors in a stagnant market [237].

3.3.5. Market Volume, Growth, and Implications for Suppliers

Consolidating the market information from the perspective of German consumers’ spending on wine the total market volume exceeds twelve billion Euros annually. This calculated market volume accounts for the prices paid for on-premise wine consumption, and includes the sparkling wine segment. Future market growth seems limited, as penetration decreases and because of German demographics. Whereas in 2005, more than 64% of the German households stated buying wine, the penetration plunged to 56%. [72,160,184,227,239]. Furthermore, the German population is expected to decrease [240], not signposting a dynamic market growth. Additionally, the megatrends for a more healthy lifestyle and more environment conscious consumption have implications on food and therefore also on wine [176,241]. With lighter and healthier food, accompanying wine profiles are sought after as follows: fresh and fruity wines, easy to drink, and not complicated. This change of wine style preference reflects a change in the society. Modern households provide less storage place and wines are therefore consumed without time in their own cellars. Hence, wine is consumed earlier, often immediately after buying the products. Trends influence consumption, buying behavior, wine styles, but also planted varietals to serve consumer preferences. A multichannel approach is characteristic of the population of modern affluent, and optical aspects to draw the attention of this segment are of paramount importance [230,242,243]. Our surveys illustrate the multichannel activities of the German wineries (Figure 11). In contrast to other studies [57], our statistical analysis manifested that multichannel approaches are not only relevant for larger suppliers.

![Figure 11. Multichannel activities of German wineries (average distribution channels, survey results).](image)

The trend towards ecological and sustainable behavior also affects the wine market [244]. Ecological wine gains in market share, although penetration is less than for ecological or organic food [125,137]. Sustainable and biological or biodynamic production also serve in communication and profiling of the producers. For wine, the trend towards regional products seems of even higher importance than sustainability claims [176]. Consumers feel more trust in the producer and the
proximity of production. Additionally, regional consumption reduces logistical efforts, and therefore increases sustainability. Moreover, while direct sales profit on the trend for regional products, it also affects the indirect sales [245]. The retail shelf place of local producers is expanded with regional product zones in the supermarkets [235].

Forecasts for the German wine speak for 1% of the annual growth in market value, but a slightly decreasing market volume [228]. Hope prevails that the premium wine segments will outgrow the lower ones, supporting more proliferation of premium wines in Germany [246]. The price premium for domestic products might further increase, a potential signal that German products are gaining in quality [232]. Indeed, offer adaptation allows for profiting from market trends, as for example for the sparkling segment rosé sparkling wine, alcohol free sparkling, or mixed drinks with sparkling wine.

3.4. Import and Export Perspectives

The German wine market serves nicely as example of globalization. While the focus of this section is on wine trade, there exists supplementary international economic activities besides wine shipment such as supply material (e.g., yeast or fertilizers), consulting, and wine tourism.

3.4.1. Germany as a Longstanding Wine Import Champion

Germany is the world’s leading wine import country [1], with 15 million hectoliters and 2.3 billion Euros in value per year, followed by the United Kingdom, and with a wider gap by the United States of America, all three countries importing more than 10 million hectoliters of wine [2,55,247–249]. Despite the strong import activity of the United States of America, its per capita import in comparison to Germany is tiny. For forty years, Germany has led the global wine imports ranking [250]. Two thirds of Germany’s imported wine is delivered as bulk wine [248,251], serving the production of sparkling wine or for being processed, often for exportation. With regard to country of origin, three main countries, Italy, France, and Spain, constantly battle for leadership, with Italy having a strong lead. Those three European suppliers jointly cover three fourths of the imported wines in Germany in volume and value terms [55,249] (Figure 12). The German import pattern reflects the global situation, with Italy being champion in volume terms and France having a lead considering their price levels and volumes in export [173].

![Figure 12. Origination of imported wines (2016) [55].](image)

Foreign country bottled wines find their way to the German consumer predominantly by indirect channels (85%) or on-premise consumption (15%). New world wines have strongly penetrated the market reaching about 12% of the market share. Despite very different paths for each country, and also substitution within the new world wines’ portfolio [161,252], they are highly appreciated by the
discount retailers with an excellent value at an attractive price level (2.50 to 3.30€) they apparently offer [253].

3.4.2. Export Performance

Statistics report 3.5 million hectoliters of wine leaving the German country for foreign markets [55]. Given the export volume of Spain or Italy, each exceeding 20 million hectoliters, Germany is a rather small player [141], but ranks within the top ten of wine exporting countries [1]. This represents an impressive growth since the turn of the century, but the global wine trade has outgrown Germany's export increase, and in value terms even doubled with 40% of the wine produced globally crossing national barriers [2]. Moreover, just about one tenth of the German wine export is grown and produced in Germany, whereas in 2000, more than eight tenths of the export was German wine (Figure 13). Obviously, Germany has developed as a hub for international wine production and distribution [57,254].

Prime destinations for German wines are the United States of America, the United Kingdom, and the Netherlands, with the United States of America showing a high price level in comparison with the two other destinations [55]. Those three destinations make up for more than one million hectoliters of exports. Scandinavian and Asian countries are highly attractive for German suppliers, owing to the price levels that German wines are capable of realizing for those destinations [255,256]. Particularly China, with the projected growth in wine consumption, draws a lot of attention from German producers, despite the challenges to sustainably conquer that market [250].

A decrease in net exports is claimed to be the result of the low yields in the years 2009 to 2016. Given the below average harvests, German producers were forced to prioritize with the need to fulfill their agreements with retailers to avoid penalties or even lose the retail shelf place that was gained in tough competition [133,257]. Furthermore, loyal clients in direct sales were in focus in order to keep relationships. Less German wine was stated to be left for export. A survey on export success factors in the wine industry also evaluating the performance of German suppliers manifested that there is not a lack of competence. The questionnaire tested a success factor framework [32] with the four success factors export commitment, export knowledge, export strategy, and export promotion program. For each success factor, the addressed wine experts were asked to judge on the basis of six to seven criteria, on the relevance of the levers for the wine industry and the performance of German producers on a five-point scale. The results expressed a heterogeneous performance of German producers comparing the success factors, but a homogeneous performance for all of the underlying criteria within each success factor [258]. German suppliers scored well on all success factors, with the highest recognition for their export knowledge (Figure 14), but a performance gap for the success factors export commitment and export strategy, where German wine producers' performance lagged
the perceived importance. The German performance level above acknowledged importance in export knowledge reflects a cultural characteristic—here, to avoid uncertainty [259–262].

The interviewed experts judged export programs of importance and stated that in the case of Germany, providing the needed level of support and activity. Indeed, Germany’s wine export organizations engaged to change the global perception of Germany, transitioning from former a profile of sweet and cheap wines, to now representing modern and highly attractive quality wines [255,258,263]. Quality awards and highest recognition not only for Riesling, and a positive trend in wine export prices illustrate success of the quality positioning efforts [55,87,254]. Still, the magnitude of export support of the competing wine countries found a competitive disadvantage for Germany. Spain’s export promotion empowers with a multiple of 40 and Italy’s fuels with a multiple of 60 to the German funding [264]. Additionally, powerful measures from non-EU wine producing countries enhance their global sales [191], providing further explanation to German wines lagging in global trade growth.

The strategy surveys delivered two further insights regarding strategic export management. Firstly, providers with more intensive export (more countries served and export making up for more than 15% of their sales) showed above-average satisfaction with regards to winning new markets and profitability [265]. Secondly, a trade-off exists between export orientation and tourism-oriented offerings [266]. Growing market opportunities in other countries hence can serve to satisfy ambitious growth, but require adequate managerial efforts and investments; resource-scarce wineries need to address resource allocation in line with their strategic ambitions [267].

![Figure 14](image-url)

**Figure 14.** Key success factors in wine export and German performance (survey results).

4. Discussion and Implications

For strategic decisions, in-depth information on industries and markets is a prerequisite for success [5,268]. In order to facilitate strategic decision-making, the analysis followed the notion of strategic management processes [3,5,13,269], shedding light on market data, trends, strategies, strategic grouping, clusters, and innovation management. A stable and voluminous wine consumption, combined with the curiosity of German consumers for home but also for foreign products, brings forth an attractive market size and a playground for diverse products and offers. Additionally, Germany developed as professional industrial platform to process international wines for global markets. The German wine market represents a very vivid market place. Given the low market entry barriers, it is highly competitive. Gathering the vast and various data on the German wine market complemented by the realized primary research, concludes that consumers in Germany spend more
than 12 billion Euros annually on wine, including on-premise consumption, as well as sparkling wine. The economic value of wine exceeds pure production or wine sales. This market volume calculation deviates from often published and referenced market size figures [87,224,270]. On the basis of the realized research, the market volume of prior studies could be updated and invigorated [228], reflecting the consumer’s willingness to pay for experience and to satisfy emotional needs. This market understanding motivates or reemphasizes the importance of the on-premise segments. Indeed, looking at the neighboring country of Austria, on-premise penetration with home grown products is of vital importance [271]. Such a perspective opens managerial opportunities for German wine and strategic win-win situations for wine suppliers and restaurants. Integrated innovative offerings, partnerships, forward integration of wineries, new paths for wine pricing, or creative wine sales strategies strongly relying on mutual relationships, are valid growth strategies for wineries and on-premise locations. Furthermore, an ample attractive market segment served by premium offers at higher prices exists to be won with innovative offers.

This industry study illustrates that despite an overall stable market (e.g., in consumption or vineyard surface), there are significant changes on the supply side and in consumer behavior. Cultural roots influenced consumption and production, but the demand for wine in Germany apparently shifts from traditional to modern values, impacting consumption, buying behavior, and supply. Suppliers need to acknowledge a changing environment, with increasing channel usage by the customers and curiosity for new offerings. As a result, customer brand loyalty is diminishing. The dynamism beyond the aggregated consumption or production volume of the German wine market calls for strategically-based decisions. Players need to decide whether they have ambition to serve the full market or target market niches. Strategic positioning is of paramount importance. Sustainable strategies with adequate organizational alignment to best prepare companies for the future need to consider the consumer changes, niche opportunities, competitors’ moves, opportunities in export, tourism-based strategic prospects, and all other strategic alternatives to either grow, enter, or remain in the challenging market [11–14]. The research reveals that ambitious entrepreneurs are able to expand and leverage performance. Strategic positioning must be based on synchronized innovations. The historic and still prevailing focus on product quality needs to transition into creative, customer-centric offer design, as wine consumers feel limited in their capability to judge product quality [206–211]; an attractive offering, a winning story, and engaged communication, based on high product quality secures reputation to sustainably win and keep clients [214–217].

Given the predicted outlook of a market without growth, rivalry is expected to increase and structural change is forecasted to continue [228]. The paths of successful entrepreneurs in this industry indicate that growth is possible, but requires innovative ideas, ambition, and strategic approaches. Cost management must not be neglected and productivity gains in wine production in the past have been consumed by increasing marketing spending—a trend that will continue in the future. In light of the need for innovative offer design but parallel cost management, future research on the basis of the concept of “blue ocean strategies” [272], conquering new markets with adequate and fitting offer, seems appropriate. Certainly, the market welcomes entrepreneurial opportunities and therefore invites for additional research. The limitations of this paper, of being broad in approach and comprehensive in sources, asks for further complementary research. Future research is invited to realize an international comparison to help assess the optional potential market entries, besides Germany. Additionally, the German wine market is obviously in transition, asking for the constant revision of the market information.
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